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Abstract: A healthy road network plays a significant role in the socio-economic development of any
country. Road management authorities struggle with pavement repair approaches and the finances
to keep the existing road network to its best functionality. It has been observed that real-time road
condition monitoring can drastically reduce road and vehicle maintenance expenses. There are
various methods to analyze road health, but most are either expensive, costly, time-consuming, labor-
intensive, or imprecise. This study aims to design a low-cost smart road health monitoring system to
identify the road section for maintenance. An automized sensor-based system is developed to assist
the road sections for repair and rehabilitation. The proposed system is mounted in a vehicle and
the data have been collected for a more than 1000 km road network. The data have been processed
using SPSS, and it shows that the proposed system is adequate for detecting the road quality. It is
concluded that the proposed system can identify the vulnerable sections to add to the pavement
maintenance plan. In the future, the created application can be launched as a smart citizen app where
each car driver can install this application and can monitor the road quality automatically.

Keywords: road health; pavement condition; sensors; low-cost; sustainable transport; road pavement
distresses; automated detection; low-cost technologies; pavement condition monitoring

1. Introduction

The monitoring of road surface conditions has grown increasingly crucial in recent
years. Road surfaces that are well-maintained improve road user safety and comfort [1]. As
a result, it is critical to continuously monitor road conditions to improve the transportation
systems, user safety, and comfort. According to a US Department of Transportation study,
road conditions are an important aspect of road quality. The density of road potholes is
one of the most critical road surface condition indicators, which can cause major damage
and should be fixed sooner if possible [2–4].

Furthermore, the amount of roughness of road surfaces is an important index that
measures road health. According to studies, dynamic road conditions contribute to unpre-
dictable driving behavior and vehicle depreciation, which can have an economic impact
and, in some cases, result in injuries and fatalities. Due to poor road infrastructure in
developing countries, the impact is higher. An effective system for mapping road health
can dramatically improve driving and pedestrian safety [5–8].

Several techniques are designed and use various instruments, including roadside
sensors, vehicular sensors, and smartphone sensors. Each tool has its advantages and
disadvantages. Optical sensors are also used to distinguish between different types of
defects and verify observed anomalies’ veracity. Even while this technology reliably
detects road irregularities, it necessitates costly car modifications, which may limit its
widespread use [5]. A smartphone sensor-based approach was designed using signal
processing techniques [9]. A multi-threshold technique is also utilized to generate a pothole
detection signal, which is then used to produce a road surface with anomalies represented
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by high frequencies. However, this method resulted in many false positives, reducing the
system’s accuracy and credibility. An approach was designed that relied on a smartphone
application to collect data from the accelerometer with noise cancellation to avoid any
rapid misleading movements [10]. Noise detection threshold methods rely on manual
input of system parameters. To obtain data reliability, large comprehensive training and
testing are required. Even though the data may not produce accurate results in all road
scenarios. There are several existing approaches designed for the successful utilization
of smartphone sensors [11–15], but each has limitations and does not fit many conditions.
A different solution is designed using accelerometer smartphone sensors. The system
retrieves the data to generate a confidence score for each test riding and saved it in the
database. A background clustering technique is conducted over the saved confidence
scores for further processing. Although this method uses derivatives to build more precise
signal representations, but accelerometer sensors still have several flaws [11].

Furthermore, the Global Positioning System (GPS) based system was designed, but
GPS data have a 3.3-meter error rate. The human interaction and driving behavior for all
cases can also influence the results [16]. The laser and image-based approaches are the
two most investigated and used. Laser-based methods generally have higher precision but
incur higher costs [17,18]. Wired sensors are used in many of these applications, but they
are difficult to deploy due to their fixed nature and can also be expensive [19]. Governments
confront several problems in maintaining road network conditions [20]. This is owing to
road authorities’ lack of financial and physical resources. As a result, low-cost automated
technologies are being developed to address these challenges and provide citizens with
appropriate road condition experience. An adequately maintained road network is vital
for the safety and consistency of cars traveling on that road and the health and safety of
individuals using the roads.

2. Previous Road Health Assessment Systems

Different researchers have already made various attempts worldwide to assist the
decision-makers in prioritizing the road sections and analyzing the road health condition.
The key models and their essential features are discussed in the following section.

Ronghua et al. [2] collected road surface data using existing cellular network technol-
ogy, and the proposed model by this study is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Architecture of a road information sharing system [2].

The latitude and longitude coordinates of the vehicle, traveling speed, and vibration
acceleration data of the car are obtained using a smartphone with an acceleration sensor
and a GPS module mounted on the vehicle. The smartphone will upload the position and
any kind of irregular road surface to the cloud when the vehicle passes over it. The aberrant
road data is forwarded to the road maintenance team. When other vehicles approach an
irregular road surface, the cloud will issue an abnormal road surface reminder to guarantee
that the vehicle may safely and smoothly drive through the area. The system is simply
dependent on a single phone setting and uses raw accelerometer measurements, which can
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record erratic driving or quick brakes, leading to false positives. Because the application
has no buffer, data will be lost if the internet goes down. Whereas Pawar et al. [21] proposed
a basic system architecture with four tasks: sensing, storing, processing, and retrieving
data, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. System architecture for road health assessment [21].

The data in this system are collected from the mobile phone sensor in the first phase. In
the second phase, it uploads the collected data to the cloud. In the third phase, it analyzes
cloud data to forecast road conditions. In the final phase, it retrieves the information and
plots the road’s condition on the map. The system focused on accelerometer reading as
raw and uploaded the data on the cloud. Later, the data are checked, but the raw data will
result in false positives without using the filters. Secondly, a mechanism must be defined
to save the data if the cloud network stays unavailable with the proposed application.

Khangetal [22] proposes a client–server architecture for using sensors on smartphones
to detect traffic anomalies. The three primary phases for the discovery of anomalies are
Anomaly Detector, Fault Exclusion, and Anomaly Classification. The detection process is
broken down into numerous parts. This enables proper processing distribution between
the clients and the server. The distinct components are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A smartphone–server system architecture for road health detection [22].

The anomaly detector is the component of the smartphone that first identifies potholes.
On the phone, a resident program is installed to read data from the accelerometer and
GPS sensor. The anomaly detection component receives these data. When the software
connects, it sends abnormalities to the server. The exclusion component tries to eliminate
false anomalies when the smartphone user is in motion, such as when a brake is applied.
The component that classifies anomalies distinguishes between potholes and bumps. To
reliably find potholes, the anomaly identifier combines and integrates data from a variety
of sources. This technique considers movement discrimination and a few specific defect
types, but it requires a complete presence of a person as there are no visual or other sensors
involved for validity. Bidgoli et al. [23] also proposed a road roughness monitoring system
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Road roughness monitoring system [23].

Data were collected using a computer program created in the Arduino programming
software combined with code written in the LabVIEW software utilizing the I2C commu-
nication protocol after the RRMS was equipped with two accelerometer modules and a
microcontroller board. It also needs trained experts to operate the system.

A system based on tire/road noise, microphones, and cepstral signal processing has
been proposed, as shown in Figure 5 by [24].

Figure 5. Road health condition assessment model [24].

The pavement macrotexture is one of the key inputs to pavement management systems,
and it plays a significant influence in tire/road noise interaction noise. In this study,
a gadget centered on the vibration mechanism was devised and built. The vibration
mechanism is most affected by macrotexture. The speed constraint of 30 km/h (due to the
danger of powdering at high speeds) and the data collection to a consistent ambient state
are two of the study’s limitations. Furthermore, the examined surfaces were restricted to
densely graded surfaces, and no other pavement type was considered. The system does
not seem robust as it relies on error-prone sensors and can result in inaccurate data. It
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does not include acceleration data and may result in various false negatives. The system
requires rigorous testing to validate the results.

A mobile-based application for the low-cost pavement health detection system, as
shown in Figure 6, was proposed by [25].

Figure 6. Low-cost pavement health detection system [25].

The pavement detection model purely relies on human data and cannot be validated
if there are errors and may be based on variable judgments leading to wrong results.

An application model based on Android, with scalability and auto data recording, as
shown in Figure 7 is proposed by [4].

Figure 7. Road abnormality service architecture [4].
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The data are collected at specific intervals and start recording data. The application
is based on two packages storage and data services. The data dissemination services are
also services available for sending the data. The technique is efficient in terms of design
but does not show how the data is moved and detected. Secondly, the manual entries of
information will result in false positives.

A road condition detecting system based on an arduino-based sensing module and an
Android smartphone as shown in Figure 8 by [26].

Figure 8. Road condition detection system [26].

There are two modules where GPS sensors get the data and record the data in raw
records. It has the Arduino and the Android parts, which communicate by passing data
serially using a Bluetooth module. The data are then stored into an SD card through
Bluetooth. There are no details about how to process the data and what sort of data is
stored. Moreover, the system does not seem robust to handle actual roads.

A smartphone device to collect, process, and distribute data, as shown in Figure 9,
was proposed by [7].

Figure 9. Road condition assessment using smartphone devices [7].

The study focused on detecting and classifying road surface events to track the state
and deterioration of road segments in real time. The data contain three sensor elements
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using high pass filters, but it does not include details about how the transformation filters
will work. The data transformation also does not include how the three data will combine,
and thus no relationship will result in the wrong tagine.

An automated measurement and data processing chain by IFSTTAR is proposed by
the MIRANDA system [27]. This system ensures a series of five functions, as shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 10. MIRANDA road monitoring system [27].

The MIRANDA system, an automated measurement chain for longitudinal evenness
monitoring, was created by IFSTTAR using a technology based on the usage of probe
vehicles outfitted with low-cost sensors (the kind that comes with a smartphone). This
technique offers the same technique for storing the data as previous techniques, and thus it
may result in missing data and even false positives.

P2 system’s architecture and sensors-based approach was proposed by [28]. P2 system
consists of a set of sensor-equipped cars and a central server, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. P2 road monitoring architecture [28].

The technique uses multiple records from clients that are using sensors and record the
values. Later, the values are integrated with other clients and create a verification of the
records. The issues with this technique are that the clients have their own setting, which
may result in different values. The clustering approach is practical, but, until the pothole is
reported, the vehicles also may get affected.

Every approach has some limitations and each method fits a particular scenario and
supports the specific type of defects and road type. Table 1 shows the key features of
different existing approaches.
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Table 1. Usefulness of sensing technologies [29].

Sensing Technology Principle of Operation
Requirements

Cost Small Imensions Energy Consumption Easy to Install

Inductive loops Inductance measurement Low No High No

Cameras Image analysis High Yes High Yes

Magnetometers Magnetic field
measurement Low Yes Low Yes

Acoustic sensors Acoustic pressure
measurement Medium Yes Low Yes

Radars/LIDARs Detection of reflected
electromagnetic wave High No High Yes

Accelerometers Vibration measurement Medium Yes Low Yes

Light sensors Light intensity
measurement Low Yes Low Yes

Passive infrared
sensors

Infrared radiation
measurement Medium Yes Low Yes

Ultrasonic sensors Detection of reflected
sounds wave Low No Medium Yes

Wireless
communication

devices

Measurement of received
signal strength Low Yes Medium Yes

Most of the sensor-based approaches make use of smartphone sensors, but it has yet
to be proven whether the number of false-positive will affect the approaches proposed
in the literature or not. However, certain technologies that employ dedicated sensors are
more accurate in detecting potholes. This section discusses a variety of research topics. The
sensors’ measurements are dependent on the vehicle’s speed, how it approached the road
irregularity, and the sensor’s position or orientation [30]. It also depends on the vehicle’s
suspension system; if the suspension system is not in good working order, sensors will
report higher deviation due to the vehicle’s high vibration. A system that considers all
scenarios is required.

Benign events: Many phenomena, including expansion joints, train crossings, and door
slams, are not considered road abnormalities. These occurrences must be distinguished
from potholes. It is necessary to create a system that can adequately classify various events.

GPS error: A location’s longitude and longitude information are provided through
GPS. It is used to show users where potholes are located. A 3.3-meter error is obtained [2].
To determine the precise place where the events to be detected happened, this inaccuracy
must be minimized. In urban centers with tunnels and tall buildings [8], it is also possible
to miss some GPS data. The problem of minimizing the localization error is yet unsolved.

Network overload and delay: The sensor data are to be uploaded on the server at the
back-end. If a huge volume of data are sent through the network, network congestion may
occur, resulting in data loss or delay. As a result, an application that uses the least amount
of network resources is required. It will also reduce the cost of communication.

Privacy: The program requires the device’s location to detect the position of a road
anomaly, which can be downloaded by the user, posing a privacy risk. To protect the user’s
privacy, an application that can disguise user identification is required.

Machine learning technique: Different vehicles may produce different sensor data for the
same pothole. Therefore, machine learning approaches can be used instead of threshold-based
classification. It will improve the system’s efficiency and add self-calibration capabilities.
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3. Research Methodology

This research adopted the four sensors (1) GPS, also called a Global Positioning
System sensor, to find out the location of a device using longitude and latitude. It helped
the researcher relate the data to actual map points and helped in the classification of
road points; (2) a pressure sensor was also installed in car tires and data were collected
using the wireless received whose data were transferred to the computer in the later
stage. Timestamps were used to figure out the tire pressure values that were also used to
study road quality and tire pressure behavior but are not reflected in this study as very
minimal readings were obtained. (3) An IMU or an Inertial measurement unit sensor is a
merged value of Gyroscope, Magnetometer, and Accelerometer that allows angular rotation
and direction of the moving object. Its values were used compared with accelerometer
sensors. The last (4) sensor used was an accelerometer that collects the data to find the
object’s position in space and measure its movement. These sensors allow for measuring
the position of a moving object at a certain time, allowing this research to determine the
relation between sensor values of the quality of the road. The complete model is shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 12. System model for road quality monitoring using low-cost sensors.

A system model divided into six tiers, where the first step is referred to as sensor
data collector, is responsible for collecting the data from pressure, accelerometer, GPS, and
IMU sensors. The sensors are connected directly to the computer using an USB connection
and a small application is designed to collect data from the sensors. In step 3, the data
are collected, and we ran the Sensor Data Filter algorithm, a small filtration algorithm
designed to remove the noise from the road monitoring data. The data are then forwarded
to the Data Transformation Engine, which converts the data into the format used for
our classification system. The Data Classifier takes the transformed data and runs the
classification algorithm for road quality labeling. The road classification is run through
a data visualization algorithm to view the road quality. The classification algorithm was
designed based on the parameters’ fluctuations, such as how it has affected the rotation,
pitch, and roll. Table 2 shows the classification algorithm ran on a small subset where the
classification was made on these three parameters. The associated value of other sensors
was used to remove noise while the location of the road section was collected through GPS.
Table 2 was designed to show that only the road section with points C and N where C
refers to consideration point while N refers to a not considered point as the road was of
very good quality.
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Table 2. Attribute set contributing to road classification.

Acceleration Rotation Pitch Categorization Acceleration Rotation Pitch Categorization Acceleration Rotation Pitch Categorization
H L EF C L M EF C H L M N
H M EF C L M EF C H M L C
L L EF C L M EF C H M L C
L L EF C L M EF C H M L C
L L EF C M M EF C H L L N
L L EF C M L EF C H L M N
L L EF C M L EF C H M M C
L L EF C M L EF C H L L N
L L EF C M L EF C H L M N
L L EF C L H L N H L L N
L L EF C M H L N H L M N
L L EF C L H L N H M L C
L H L N L H L N H M L C
L L EF C L H L N L EF L C
M L EF C L H L N L H L N
L L EF C L H M N L H L N
L M EF C L H L N L H L N
M L H C L H L N L H M N
L L H C L H M N L H L N
L L H C L H L N L H M N
L L H C M H L N L H L N
L M H C L H L N L H L N
L L H C L H L N M H M N

The reading is collected when there is a no bump and when there is a bump. It is
indicated that the acceleration value for both the x and z-axis shows a considerable amount
of deflection from the normal threshold. For the categorization of road quality, a detailed
classification algorithm was executed to determine the quality of road such as dark green
refers to the good quality road, light green refers to good quality with a few movements in
a 10-meter area, pink refers to a slightly bad quality road within 10-meter area, and red
indicates the poor quality of the road.

Figure 13 shows the event classification based on which this research detected the
road condition.

Figure 13. Detection of various events and their classification.

Each pavement defect has a different classification and treatment approach, and its
severity levels are also different. This system engages all types of pavement defects, so the
system defect reading behavior is also different, as discussed earlier. Figure 14 illustrates
the sample example of one defect with reading and without reading the defect.
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Figure 14. Reading sample (a) with Bum; (b) without Bump.

4. Results and Discussion

The data has been collected for more than 1000 km road sections from Riyadh to
Mecca, one of the main Saudi Arabia Road, and it was proposed using the proposed model
by this study. The road type was flexible pavement and the data were collected in 2021.
Figure 15 shows the classification of road quality using this model.

Figure 15. Consolidated road quality over road section.

The results were calculated for consolidated points received within a 10-m area of
the subsection; the red color shows that the road was being constructed in that part as
classification was also made using visual supervision while collecting the values. Manual
visuals helped the researchers to classify in a better way and removal of few noise points
such as (1) sensors were detached due to jerks and spikes were recorded, (2) a car was
moved to the broken patch or sides or cat-eyes on the road and (3) sudden brakes. The
patch of 10 m was selected for consolidated classification to remove the additional noise
due to normal fluctuation in the sensor. Thus, the average of 10 m leads the researcher
to better reflect on road quality rather than doing it on every point. Initially, the research
was done on the consolation of 2, 3, and 5 m, but a large number of points, as well as
the difference, were not visible between the initial tested point and 10 m, and it is the
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sole reason to select the 10-m consolidation. The proposed low-cost automated method is
designed to address this challenging problem for the transportation industry. The proposed
low-cost approach for road health monitoring using smartphones and sensors can assist
the road management authorities with making better planning maintenance schemes. The
approach is user-friendly and has better precision.

5. Conclusions

In today’s world, road surface problems have become a source of public concern.
Every year, city governments spend millions of dollars to identify, maintain, and repair
highways. An adequately maintained road network is vital for the safety and consistency
of cars traveling on that road and the health and safety of individuals who travel in such
vehicles. It is evident from research that pavement management requires identifying
sections that require repairs or overhauling, which is a very costly and time-consuming
process. In order to make this process timely and low cost, this research developed a
sensor-based cloud application that can help in pavement management. The result shows
high accuracy in the detection of road quality in real time. The approach also removes
noise that is caused by cat-eyes, sudden brakes, debris on the road, etc. The results are also
validated by physical images in few randomly selected sections, and it was observed that
the model is presenting 80% accurate results. In the future, the research data can be used to
detect road quality in life and thus can help in the early detection of pavement fixing. In
the future, a neural network-based scheme can be integrated on collected data so that a
prediction can be made about road sections that require fixing before even the actual harm
is made.

6. Recommendations and Suggestions

In the future, a fully automated road can help the departments in creating their quar-
terly and annual plans about the road that require fixing or complete reconstruction. If
intelligence can be embedded into it, the system can even inform drivers about manag-
ing speed or changing lanes to avoid going through the broken patch. It will result in
less carbon emission and lower maintenance costs for the customer and will also avoid
accidents. These road monitoring approaches must be complemented with 5D Building
Information Modelling (BIM), a drones survey, and a business analytics system. These fully
integrated systems will be an integral part of the autonomous vehicular network and can
help considerably reduce cost, road accidents, and in-time road repairs effectively.
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